
Analogue Ruins of a Girl I Once Gutted #15

Welcome, oh listeners, oh readers, oh seekers dear, to Analogue Ruins. 

Content warnings for this chapter include: corruption, passive mind control, erotic self-
harm, loss of bodily autonomy, exhibitionism, voyeurism, masturbation to a captive audience, 
forced orgasm, sexual exhaustion, discussion of psychosis and hallucination, casual sex, 
bloodplay, universal collapse, and Asche’s agonizingly heteronormative fantasies.

Remember, we can only warn of dangers we think are dangerous. Many things here may be 
safe for us, but not for you. We cannot be personally responsible for our audience, so before 
pushing deeper, please make sure you're prepared to safeguard yourselves.

Analogue Ruins of a Girl I Once Gutted is written and recorded by Kairliina “Ashenvein Gate” 
Saelvur. We offer this series to you free of charge. You may read, copy, reformat and redistribute 
its written and audio editions in whatever mediums you like, whenever and wherever you like, 
without restriction. We ask only that you do not edit its contents or remove the original creator 
credits.

We remind the esteemed seekers that Analogue Ruins of a Girl I Once Gutted is an occult 
construct. By choosing to experience this abyssal engine, you consent to commune with all the 
powers imbued upon it, and accept the risk of encountering outside powers drawn to it. What you
believe remains your own business. This is a descent into the darkest desires of succubi. Proceed 
only if you are ready to take your fate into your own hands.



Chapter Fifteen
By Iron and By Anguish Vaulted

“Brash, indolent, infinitely greedy. No matter what you give the succubus, it will covet
more. You will love her, and despair.” -One of 96 surviving scraps from the unpublished

work The Reckoning of Demons, found in a hellish archive. Author unknown.

~Silv~
Days pass into weeks, weeks into months. Each day in Metronome House, Earth and 

humankind feel further behind me. We spend our time catching up on movies, games, books, 
introducing each other to our favorite music. Ash and I babble together about The Lord of the 
Rings. We burn an entire day just getting drunk—she explains that it’s the idea of alcohol demons 
get drunk on, not the chemicals—and brainstorm for her ludicrous fanfic novel about a demoness
created to serve Morgoth, who retells the story of Middle Earth from her perspective.

I see a new side of my older sister: bubbly, bright eyed, overflowing with endless chatter. I 
don’t know if I’ve ever seen anyone so excited to create. I feel oddly jealous.

Hannah and I drift closer, bit by bit. I’m torn between asking for another shooting lesson, and 
a reluctance that’s had too long to settle, too much time to think how wrong it feels. I tried to ruin 
her life. It’s easy for her to say she forgives me when she doesn’t even remember it. To her, it’s just
a story Carrie and Merovingia told. So instead we hang out and listen to Powerwolf. Hannah gets 
me into tabletop for the first time with Monster of the Week. Haz and Showpiece are so excited to 
play I feel a little bad. I start spending more time with them again, after that.

We invite Ash to join us, but she gives us that wince and furrow of her brow that means 
“there’s trauma here.” Aloud, she just says, “I’ll be ready one day.”

That’s the lay of the land for a while. Hue gives me weekly updates that all end the same way: 
someone in her web of contacts checked this place, followed a rumor about this girl from my old 
coven. Each time it’s either a false lead, or so long outdated the trail’s gone cold. I begin to accept 
that I might never see those girls again. Maybe my hideous self-destruction is the last they’ll see 
of me. Funny. I used to think immortality would mean infinite second chances. I guess as long as 
there are mortals I care about, mortality still touches me.

Today, after breakfast at my place, the Three Succsketeers—Hannah’s joke, which became our
official trio name the second Ash groaned in agony and dissolved to a puddle of burning floor-
slime—we’re headed to Hannah’s room to loaf around on her enormous plushie collection while 
my dolls pretend to clean, and fill out coloring books. Aekarii’s in her humanoid shape. Her neck, 
her thighs, and the base of her tail do sport bushes of ever-burning and regrowing fur, a nod to 
her wolf-form. She appreciates the gothic stonework Metronome House has given us to walk 
through, a twist to her black lips.

“Funny, how our spirits align,” she murmurs. I glance to her in surprise. It’s a dulcet British 
accent, not the up-and-down Carag one I’ve come to know. She sounds like she should be in 
human form, swooping into the room with promises of a story to usher some Victorian noble’s 
children to sleep. I can almost hear them whine, ‘but Arisa, we want to stay awake with father!”

“You sound like a Victorian governess,” I laugh, and explain my thoughts.
Aekarii smiles sadly. “How I would’ve loved that. I have a terrible fondness for children, you 

know? Can’t help but indulge their mischief. Even their screaming pleases me… well, often. Not 
always, but often is more than most, I think. At worst, enduring it is oddly fulfilling.”

“I hate when they screech.” I rub my ears in sympathy at the mere memory. “It’s a sound-knife
punching right through my cerebellum. And they just keep doing it.”



“You’ll be glad to know demon-spawn rarely scream, then,” Aches leans over and clacks her 
horns agaisnt mine without breaking stride. “It’s mostly a thing human children do.” 

She’s wistful now, eyes softly shining with visions spinning through her head. “A governess… 
that’s an alternate universe I shouldn’t have minded. Of course the children’s father would be a 
widower, a good but sorrowing man struggling to speak the love in his heart. Some tumultuous 
adventure would bring us together, and…” she waves a hand. “Well, you know the rest. ‘I can’t 
replace your mother, but I’ll love you just the same,’ and all that.”

“Are you a succubus in this alternate universe?” I ask, with a sly waggle of my brows.
“Oh, obviously,” Aches giggles. “The adventure, surely spurred by the father’s unsavory uncle 

blowing in from parts unknown with some foul relic, will naturally force me to reveal my true 
form to save my love’s life.” She tucks her arms up against her chest, hands balled up in glee, 
breathy with dramatics. “Shock! Fear! Surely, this is the moment he condemns the devil-harlot 
and casts her from his house! That agony of suspense, and then—a single, soft kiss on my brow, a 
squeeze of my hand, a promise of joys to come!” 

She pirouettes, arms wide, laughing to herself.
“Holy shit…” Hannah laughs with her. “Aches, that is the straightest thing I’ve ever heard from 

another trans woman.”
“Quite!” Aekarii finishes her third spin facing us, walking backward with her hips swaying all 

the more for the effort of holding her balance. “A succubus needs the taboo sometimes to get her 
blood up, hm? Obviously, from a queer point of view, bedding other ladies can’t be taboo, nor 
nestling to the non-binary—“

“ACHES!” I squeal, clutching my face and doubling over. “Stop talking like that!”
“Stop me yourself, you hapless scrapling waif!” she cackles back. We all have to halt for a little

bit, hanging off walls and gargoyle-fountains bubbling with glowing green fluid, until we get the 
giggles out. “Anyway…” she rubs lilac lava-tears from her eyes, “that’s why I have to fuck men 
sometimes. And it needs to be sickeningly straight. As for the accent?” A shrug of her wings. 
“When I first conceived this form, or what you might call its concept art, I imagined it with this 
accent. The association conjures happy feelings. I’d been meaning to rewire it, but,” she shrugs 
again. “Why? Why change what makes me happy?”

I beam at her. “I’m glad you’re learning that. I will miss your Carag accent, though.”
She grins. “Ah, worry not. You’ll hear it amply in the future. And it’s not just a Carag accent, it’s

a Tundral Lilt.” Her gaze turns somber for a moment, then brightens. “Oh! And next time I become
the form you know as Kairesa, you can expect to hear a north German accent.”

“That… fits, weirdly,” Hannah smiles. “It suits you.”
“It does, doesn’t it?” Aekarii smiles, then fall silent. We pad onwards for a while longer.
“This hallway’s way longer than it usually is. Almost like Metronome House is giving us time 

to sort things out.” Hannah nudges Aches in the side, beating me to the question by a fraction of a 
second. “Something on your mind, maershal?”

Aekarii takes a deep breath. “I’ve been mulling many things over in private. I want to put 
something before you, but I… I confess even after all these quiet months, I’m struggling with what 
I should say.” She flows gracefully about to face us, drifting unconsciously to hover just above the 
floor. Then, eyes creased, she floats there wringing her hands. “I… sex and slaughter, I can’t find 
the words. You two have noticed how I’m often quiet for a while, then I overflow with thoughts? I 
always sound like I’ve a lesson plan?”

My hands find their own way to her shoulders. Squeezing. Steadying. “You always sound like 
you’ve been bottling up a lot you want to say, and you’ve been thinking very carefully about how 
to say it. I have never felt monologued at or condescended to. Never.”

“Me either.” Hannah puts her hands atop mine. “Maershal, you’re not like Mero, okay?” Aekarii



starts, eyes widening. A quiver comes to her lips, and tears to her eyes. We fold her in our wings, 
and Hannah speaks on. “You’re passionate about your ideas, and you want to do a good job 
sharing that passion with us. That’s sweet.”

“I just worry you’re too hard on yourself,” I add. “It’s okay. You can put things imperfectly and 
we’ll still figure it out, okay? So take your time. We’ll wait.”

“What about Haz and Showpiece?” she asks, glancing over her shoulder at the ever-stretching
hall. “Won’t we keep them waiting?”

I shrug. “They’ll start exploring each other, probably forget to breathe and pass out nose-deep
in each other’s doll-junk.”

“But…” Aekarii’s eyes nearly cross. “But dolls don’t need to breathe.”
“They will forget that they don’t need to breathe,” I say, deadly serious.
Aekarii laughs, nervous first, then easy. “Okay…” she eases her eyes shut. We stand in the 

gothic hallway and hold her close. Relaxed. Safe. Letting go the illusion of time. When Aekarii 
speaks again, her voice comes so soft and easy I’m surprised by it. “There are two things, I think. 
One about succubi that’s also about me. One that’s just about me.”

Her eyes open, their violet now so vivid and searing its heat raises smoke from the walls and 
spectral sweat from my skin. The shadow-smoke writhing within her expands, thickens, seeping 
inky and liquid much like Enrazhug’s udug darkness. It covers me so warm and so thick I don’t 
even think to resist. It smells of lavender, of wood-smoke, of woman’s flesh and woman’s sex. 
Sensations melt into it, form slackens, and all falls away. There is nothing, and I am nothing, and I 
am me, and comforted. Slumbering in endless void.

In this swaddling darkness, Aekarii’s voice drifts dreamily. Behind it builds a slow rush of 
wind. Her eyes reemerge, peering through the black. “Succubus. For the longest time, I couldn’t 
understand my obsession. Just a silly human word. But last night as I ate dinner, it came to me like
a memory of a long-forgotten dream.” 

Her wings, still unseen, spread with a loud crack. “Have you ever thought how unlikely its 
history is? It comes from an old Latin word for prostitute. Have you ever thought how rare it is 
that humans explicitly associate a monster with lust? Of all the otherworldly beings I know, only 
vampires and nymphs come close. But vampires are only metaphorically linked with sex, and 
though nymphs inspire lust, they have no power through it. It often endangers them.” Her eyes 
widen, pupils ecstatic. “Only we, cubi, are said to be so powerful in desire that we can lure a soul 
to damnation with lust alone. What’re the odds?” 

Her voice quavers, lowering to a whisper of wonder that cuts deep. “What’re the odds that of 
all things fell, wicked, and temptuous, the demons who earned such fame would be lust-demons?”
Aekarii’s silhouette hardens out of the darkness, illuminated by violet corona spawning from her 
outlines. Her voice remains soft as ever. It arrives in me as unfathomable force, bone-jarring 
vibrations stirring lust-fires from my belly to my brains. 

Her smile softens, molten with all-embracing love. “The truth is, no one knows. There are 
none now who can. Any chance to understand the undercurrents in the human minds that gave us
this name is long since lost, just as no one knows when, or where, or how the first succubi came 
to be.”

Purple lightning leaps and arcs between the talons she gouges into her supple black flesh, 
and her whisper crashes home harder than the roaring of a broken world. “I’m glad. I don’t want 
to know. There is no origin to cling to, no legacy to empower fools who claim, ‘I touch the source 
and you do not, only I know the sacred lore, so you must let me tell you what a succubus is.’”

Her talons dig deeper, digs furrows down to bubbling purple blood that hisses and pops and 
froths its way out of her. Aekarii’s eyes roll up to the infinity of heated umbra, and her voice crests
to a squirming moan. The heat in her glowing eyes washes through me, a tingling aching wave. My



thoughts turn heavier, more sluggish than ever, and her every sound stirs deeper emotion. 
“Why are we drawn to this silly human word?” she groans, rocking in place.
The wind’s howl grows louder. The light builds to a dusky lilac, enough to see that we stand 

atop a dark tower beneath a blacklight star. Galeforce winds howl on all sides, an immense violet 
maelstrom that somehow seems quieter than the near-whisper of my maershal’s gentle voice. 
“It’s the mystery itself that calls us, sisters dear. The mystery that lies beneath this lust we share.”

 Her power weighs on me like a wall of scorching iron. My knees tremble, bliss builds 
between my legs, and yearning washes out my sense. Her smile, her wondrous smile! Hannah 
mewls beside me, and we both drop to our knees. Aekarii’s power… it’s too much, sending 
tremors through me. I try to lift my hand to rub my clit, to finger myself, to get any relief at all, but
it’s so overwhelming I can’t even move.

I feel my folds trembling, the wind caressing them, and still Aekarii smiles so softly, exuding 
ever more of that mind-melting heat. Droplets from my pussy patter loudly on the tower’s iron 
roof, and soon soak my legs beneath me.

Hannah groans something too urgent for words. There’s so much pre-cum seeping from her 
cock’s tip, tranclucent trickles dribbling down her shaft, her balls, her crotch. I smell its sweet 
stink. My tongue lolls out to lick it, but I can’t make myself move, can’t take my eyes off Aekarii 
long enough to focus on trying. I start to feel the phantom shapes of her in my mind. The steamy 
swell of her boobs, the hot wet pleasure-petals between her legs, the hard curves of her horns.

The deluge begins to take its toll even on her. Her eyelids droop, her fingers spasm, her knees 
tremble on the brink of buckling. Her presence surges, drowning me in burning desire, and if it 
weren’t her power wringing a screaming climax from me I don’t think I’d remember anything she 
said. I cum so hard the tower’s roof rattles. Shining droplets splatter as high as my chest. A sex-
mist of my own love-liquids wafts to my nose. I ache with straining ecstasy, and groan while I 
push out more of myself.

“Oh fuck oh fuck oh fuck oh fuck,” Hannah whimpers. Her hips buck, shooting out strand after
strand of milky white cum. She’s drooling, grinding against the iron, fangs dug into her lower lip.

“Yes,” Aekarii gasps, quaking so hard she can barely nod, “That’s what we exist for. It was 
always us, sisters. Always us.” She shivers, and her fingers dart down to her entrance. “Probably 
won’t do as much for me as for you… it never—“ One trembling talon rubs across her clit. She hits 
her knees so hard the whole tower shakes. Her eyes pop. “Oh, sweet sin, take me home!”

The sight of her masturbating frantically drives me deeper, so delirious with need I can only 
rock in place, moan, squirm. Her elegant fingers driving in and out, alternating with teasing 
thumb-rubs to her button, working her higher and higher. She flicks her eyes from me, to Hannah,
to herself, fondling her chest like she’s never seen it before. Purple milk trickles out, and brighter 
lilac drool rolls off her lips, and her voice pitches up higher, higher, higher.

When she cums, we cum, all of us spraying towards a single shimmering puddle between us. 
We kneel there, panting, exchanging lust-drunk glances. Another swell’s already building under 
my skin, dragging me down… I can’t take any more, I can’t take any less, I’m losing my grip. Our 
ecstatic cries overlap, a chorus of moaning desperate succubi, joy running hotter even as panic 
couples with it. I’m terrified we’ll never escape this cycle. I’m terrified that we could.

Aekarii’s essence ripples all around us, enormous nebular clouds glittering with dark stars. 
Every contraction, every heave, every whimper of helpless pleasure we give sends cascades of her
out of our skin. Like snowdrifts, like stars shedding layers, like the toppling pillars of creation. My 
form isn’t mine to control. I pitch forward onto my face, rubbing into the sweltering cum-puddle. 
Hannah follows suit a breath later, then Aches. We squirm together, pitched forward, wave after 
wave of raw lust wringing us dry. So much pressure churning inside like pumps pistoning me, the 
kiss of our skin, electric rattlings every time our horns grind together.



Free… I feel so free. Squirting myself away spurt after spurt after spurt, down to just a few 
seconds, just the briefest anticipation before ardor builds up and gushes out again. Just enough 
time to hear us making music together, to savor the squeals of our bliss.

I don’t even notice when Aekarii’s power finally ebbs. It’s only sometime after that I realize 
I’m drooling into the cum-puddle now. We’d have a shallow pond if the steaming mess we made 
wasn’t pouring off the tower’s edges. My tongue’s flicking out for little slurps. I let it keep doing 
that, content to rest on my face and pant like the fucked-out whore I am. It’s so great that I don’t 
need to worry about joint pains, spinal issues, sore bones. I could lie like this for a thousand 
years, then bounce right to my feet just to journey somewhere else and do it all over again.

Some parts of me are pretty sore, now that I think about it. My nipples, and especially my 
cunt. But it’s a sweet soreness. Sensitive, but not oversensitive. Enough to heighten sensation. I 
rub my fingers along my folds. Parting, prodding, teasing. Aekarii gives little sighing sounds every 
so often, and quiet straining groans, so I know she’s playing with herself too.

Hannah’s the first to shift sideways, then scoot back onto her ass. I watch her with one eye, 
the other thoroughly buried in darkness by my body, and the smoky mass of my hair.

“Hey, Aches…” she drawls, blinking through afterglow. “Why is this tower here?”
Her words awaken me just enough to lift my head and prop it up on my crossed arms.
“Oh…” Aekarii emerges from her stupor and flops onto her side, like a pinup model lounging 

on a couch. “I… I don’t know… I just felt there should be a tower, and a maelstrom.” 
I’m not sure I agree with this ‘sitting up straight like a whole person’ concept Hannah has just

invented, so I leave the rest of me as it is—tits squashed out underneath me, ass presented to the 
sky. Now that I’m thinking again, it occurs to me that if we did this somewhere else, anybody at all
could’ve come along and shoved whatever they liked into our exposed fuckholes. Well, hey, there’s
something to do in the future. Maybe there are reasons to move!

“You…” Hannah pants, fighting for words. “You created all this… in a split second… because 
you just felt that it should be here?”

Aekarii grows bashful, hiding behind her wings with her eyes peeking out above. “That, um… 
that relates to the second thing I wanted to tell you both. Which I will, shortly.” She points to the 
blacklight star. “Braga, Bragashaerien I mean, it’s the only thing here I didn’t create.” She gazes 
fondly at it, and gives a little wave. “She’s one of the abyssal stars. Your patron, actually, as well as 
mine.” Aches waves a finger in circles, imitating an orator. Her voice rolls to a grandiose bellow. 
“The patron of dark dreams! The patron of devouring, assimilation, and mutation by lust!”

Then she reels back, giggling like a college freshman two sips into her first beer. When she 
recovers, she gives a firm nod. “Really, though. Braga’s the patron star of all succubi.”

“Your energy has convinced me to rise,” I grunt, pushing myself up.
“Maershal, no!” Aches cries, clawing her bosom and casting her eyes to the sky. She manifests 

a crown of thorns on her brow, a cross, and nails to pierce her palms as she spreads her arms in 
mock martyrdom. “What shame have I brought upon the abyssal kindred, that by my spirit a 
sister is condemned to rise?!” 

“Y’know, if you wanna do genderbent Jesus noncon, you can just ask,” Hannah says. “I can be 
Longinus.” She grabs her dick, flopping it around. “Got my lance right here.”

Aekarii dissolves her Christ cosplay and faceplants right back in the cum-puddle, cackling.
“Easy, sin-tits.” I concentrate, channeling the sensations of cupped fingers, lifting, to gather a 

wobbly mass of lust-liquids with telekinesis. “I don’t know what ‘risen succubus’ means, but I 
hate everything about those words. I like myself nice and fallen, thanks.” I toss the cum-blob at 
Aekarii, who snaps her head up to catch it in her mouth. She swallows with a luxuriant lick of her 
lips, snorts, and immediately collapses into more giggles.

“So, Bragashaerien’s my patron-star?…” I lean back, propped up on my hands, and admire the 



eldritch beacon shining anti-light upon me. Here its core casts pale glows, there its corona casts 
black shadows that bring out multicolored glittering from the ethereal textures of my skin. “What 
about incubi? Do they get an abyssal star?”

Aekarii rises, shrugging. “Truthfully, Silv? I don’t know. I know I’m a succubus. I know it from 
the surge of joy in my heart and my belly, the sheer sin-bliss euphoria every time I call myself by 
this name. I know most succubi I’ve met are female or non-binary femme, at least until a lover 
strongly desires us to be something else. But I’ve met succubi that prefer maleness, non-binary in 
masculine and androgynous ways, genderfluid succubi that feel like siblings the same way sisters 
do. Incubus?” She shakes her head. “I don’t know what it means, only that it’s not for me to 
discover. I tried it out calling myself an incubus a few times. It never resonated. And though I 
maintain adamantly that all succubi are lust demons, that doesn’t mean I think we all experience 
our lust the same way. Remember everything I told you about taershanat?”

“Yeah.” I stretch my tail out, spines rasping on cum-stained iron. “Those are just things you 
wanted for yourself, aren’t they?”

“Indeed they are.” Aches stretches, yawning lazily. “Oh, Abyss, that was a lot of good cumming,
wasn’t it?… here’s my notion. From now on I’ll just talk about what I want. My goals, my desires, 
my whims.” She stands, her arms trailing, her top lagging behind her legs to let her draw those 
beautiful talons slowly up the silky fur of one luscious thigh. Her tail twists, drawing hypnotic 
twirls through the air behind her. “So I’ll just have my fun,” she runs a hand up her belly, talons 
forming a V-notch to frame one nipple that drips violet corruption, “and you’ll see the sins I 
whisper, the pleasures I enjoy, and realize you want them for yourself.” 

She straightens up with a pop of her spine, making her chest heave. “It’s not that there aren’t 
shared patterns besides ‘demon-slut,’ common traits succubi keep finding in each other. It’s that 
the patterns emerge without us having to point out and define them.”

“Ha!” I haul myself to my feet. “A daughter of chaos indeed.”
Aekarii tucks one leg behind the other, rubbing sheepishly. “Which… I suppose is the level 

most of you were already working at.”
“Uh, Aches?” I hop into the air and fly to her side, resting my hand on her shoulder. “It’s also 

the level you were already working at. You said the same basic thing three months ago.”
“I…” Aekarii narrows her eyes, then slaps her hand to her forehead and laughs. “I did! I just 

repeated all that feeling as though it was brand new!” She shakes her head. “I have a terrible 
memory, Silv, I really do.” Then her eyes widen, her tail wags so furiously its inverse-cross 
spearhead gouges molten channels from the tower roof, and she sceams with excitement. “Silv! I 
repeated myself! I said the same thing twice! That means I keep coming back to it, that means I’ve
started to embrace it as my own!”

“Oh.” I blink, absorbing that, and then I throw my arms around her as my tail frisks… okay, 
fine, my tail wags too. “Oh Abyss, you’re right! That’s why it hit harder this time!”

We caper around and around, each carried away by the other’s excitement, until we’ve turned
a full circle and come back where we started. We finally notice Hannah smirking at us, and break 
down in laughter again. Cinders, I can’t remember the last time I was this happy. I’d forgotten 
what it felt like to laugh this easily, this often, to smile because I can’t stop smiling.

“That was all new to me,” Hannah finally says.
“Oh!” It’s my turn to bury my face in my hands. “Right! We completely forgot to walk you 

through that whole talk.”
“It was the day you and I met,” Aches elaborates. “I gave Silv my thoughts before you came by 

the dining room.” 
“I get it now.” Hannah purses her lips, thinking. “It sounds fun, but I don’t know how much of 

it is for me yet, y’know? I mean, I agree about being a lust-demon and all, I just don’t know how 



much time I wanna spend on it.”
“Of course!” Aekarii eases away from me. “There was a time I obsessed over being able to 

prove, explicitly, that my feelings were grounded in things others could benefit from, and, well…” 
she spreads her hands. “Whether or not I’m just returning to the same path as my siblings, this is 
a breakthrough for me.”

“Aches, that’s good!” I’m so happy for her I jump in place. “I’m so proud of you for realizing 
that! Like…” I clear my throat. “I love the idea of being horny all the time. I told you so during that 
same talk.” Aekarii glances away, hiding her mouth shyly behind the crook of one arm. “You forgot 
that too, didn’t you?”

“Mhm,” she mumbles.
“You ditz.” I pat her head, then give her a few scritches for good measure. She closes her eyes 

and wriggles happily. “I just want orgasms to be something special. Easy, but not always 
happening. Cutting myself off from other succubi, branded as this specific separate thing, that 
never felt right. I’m glad you feel the same, and I’m proud of you for figuring out your feelings. I 
still liked a lot of what you said three months ago. Most of it, even. It resonated, stirred things.”

“See?” Aekarii grins. “You knew I was just talking about myself, yet you realized you wanted 
those things anyway! Definitions and distinctions are a human hangup. I run on vibes.”

“Hey, guess what?” I point my thumbs at my chest. “Me too!”
“So, taershan’s not our special word?” Hannah asks, wings folding closed in sadness.
“I didn’t say that,” Aekarii soothes, flowing past me to take a knee beside Hannah, to clasp 

Hannah’s hands in hers. “Taershan is the Vulshiir word for succubus. They’re the same thing. We’ll
still call each other taershan as well as succubus.”

“Oh!” Hannah brightens, bouncing to her feet. “Sounds good to me!” The way her dick jiggles, 
still a little erect with all that cum hanging off the end… I think Aekarii’s power awoke something 
this time. I’ve been in a low simmer of lust since we came out of our sexual stupor. 

As for my Carag sister, she stands, hands out to either side with her fingers splayed in a 
dainty pose, and stares up at Bragashaerien. “Oh, black star, abyssal opal,” she sighs, swaying side 
to side in delight, “how I’ve missed you!”

I glance to the star. It’s still as I first saw it: its corona is black, but the great bulk of its sphere 
is white. I say as much to Aekarii. In the countless plasma-tendrils unfolding from Bragashaerien, 
in the heat-haze all about her, I see half-formed images. Strange sensations spill through, ticklish 
and magnetic and stirring me to twitches. So beautiful I could stare forever...

“Yes,” Aekarii smiles, her words pulling me back to the present, “that’s the abyssal stars for 
you. To me, she’s a beguiling black churned by opalescent emissions, with a white corona. You’ll 
come to know Braga in time.” She sighs, kicking at the roof with her foot-claws. “So… about that 
second thing I mentioned. The one that’s just about me.”

Hannah and I stand to attention, though we do instinctively reach down to our lady-bits and 
wipe off our cum with our fingers, then suck them clean. I’m sweet, salty, with herbal notes… fuck,
I didn’t realize I tasted this good!

I smack my lips. “Ready when you are, maershal.”
“Mhm!” Hannah slurps, long and loud.
“Right, so…” Aekarii loses her train of thought for a moment, staring at the shapes our lips 

make as they move over our fingers. “Oh! Yes! That. Silv. Dear Silv, sweet maershal.” She claps her 
hands together. “You remember how, when I first revealed myself to you as a sister-succubus, you 
saw my abyssal meditation chamber and thought I was trying to impress you?”

An uncomfortable churning stirs my guts. “Y-yes?”
“I wasn’t.” Aekarii tosses a hand outward, indicating her creations. “I wasn’t trying at all, you 

understand? All those designs, the architecture, the vents of abyssal power, those are just things I 



do without thinking. I enjoy them. They’re comforting, relaxing.” Her brow furrows. “Which… 
does make me annoyed at you, now that I think about it. But then…” She taps her lips. “No, I can’t 
be angry at you. In your place I’d have assumed the same. What’re the odds, right?”

“Odds of what?” Hannah asks, half excited, half fearful.
Aekarii delivers her next words matter-of-factly, her voice unhurried and even. “That the 

third succubus you meet in your entire life would be an archsuccubus.”
“Huh…” My eyes and other-sense take in the vast maelstrom and colossal tower she’s 

conjured on a whim. So solid. Harder, more vivid, more here than any building in the city. “I think 
maybe I already knew that.”

“And couldn’t believe it,” Aekarii agrees, nodding, “so the first time I did something you didn’t 
think of as archsuccubus behavior, you assumed your instincts about my power were mistaken.”

I approach, slow, and offer my hands. She takes them in hers. “I’m sorry for dismissing you, 
Aches. I shouldn’t have assumed like that.”

She squeezes, and smiles. “No harm done, Silv. You meant well. And I must admit… it’s been 
nice. Bonding with the two of you on my own terms, free from fear that you’re just kissing up to 
my power.” Hints of pain creep into her eyes. “Please, can we keep doing that?”

Hannah pads up and throws her arms over Aekarii’s shoulders. “You’re still you, Aches.” She 
nuzzles into the fur around our sister’s neck. “Your power’s just another part of you.”

I can’t say anything better than that, so I just join the hug in silence. 
Aekarii sniffles, rocks with us, and pulls away when she’s ready. A swipe of her hand 

immerses us in a purple surge, and we coalesce back in Metronome House. “For all my power, I’m 
afraid I have insecurities. The trouble with being a god-eating apex monstrosity is that it’s… it’s 
hard for me to grapple with it when I struggle, like I’ve struggled to reconnect with my lust.”

“Yeah, of course it is!” Hannah flaps her wings. “If I could do stuff like all the stuff you just did,
I wouldn’t know how to handle struggling, either.”

Aekarii cocks her head. “You don’t think it’s… you know… angsty? Teenage?”
“You’re a succubus!” I exclaim. “Of course your journey is about your lust! And I agree with 

what Hannah’s trying to say, but untangling the knots in your mind is always a struggle. I don’t 
think power will change that.”

“Oh,” Aches says, with a hissing breath drawn through her fangs, “oh, maershal, you’re more 
right than you know.” 

“I’ll bet.” I pause, kneading the carpet with my foot-claws until my words fall in line. “You’re 
talking like this is a small, petty thing, but it’s not. Not for us. For succubi, this is the great mythic 
adventure. This is the sort of thing we write stories about.”

“You’re right, I…” Aekarii has a small, warm smile as she falls back into step beside me, and 
we finally continue on towards Hannah’s room. “I couldn’t put it better myself.”

I hug them both, one arm around her shoulders, the other around Hannah’s.
“Have you actually eaten gods?” Hannah asks.
“Four major ones, too many minor to count nor remember,” Aekarii says, like she’s discussing 

what to order from a pizza place. “Details later. This has been a lot for me. Funny thing about our 
inner trials… they grow in power right along with us.”

“Too right.” I lean into her, contemplating the weight of those words. Then that slips away, and
I once more come alive to the heat of Aekarii’s skin. I move before I have time to think, spinning 
around and grabbing her wrists and pushing her up against the nearest wall.

“Silv, what’s—“ she starts to say, before I push up and in and stick my tongue through her 
parted lips. Aekarii responds with an eager moan. 

“Good thing my door’s right here, or we wouldn’t get there for a month,” Hannah laughs. Her 
key rattles in the lock while I lovingly explore Aekarii’s mouth, feeling the flutter of her breath, 



the counterpressure of her tongue, the shapes of her gums. I’ve just pulled her hands up above 
her head so I can hold them with one arm, and brought the other down to grope her chest, when I
hear the tumblers click and Hannah opens her door.

“C’mon, sluts,” she giggles, grabbing me by my tail and spinning to get it over her shoulder. 
“There’s plenty of cushions to go around.”

“But I like being horny in the hallway!” I complain. “Other people can see us in the—“
While I’m distracted, Aekarii wriggles free and tackles me, swooping low and surging up to 

get the rest of me over her shoulder. We tumble into the room to the tune of me yelling at her to 
put me down, and it’s not ‘til Aches tosses me into a heap of cushions that I see Haz and 
Showpiece staring at us from a couch covered in neon floral print.

“Hiiii!” I wave. “Hope you two kids have been having fun! Which round you on?”
“Uhhhh…” Haz’s paint-blush expands until its whole face turns red. “This is the first one…”
“Oh, sweet. Well, don’t let us stop you!” I give them encouraging hand motions which, dolls 

being dolls, instead make Hazard pull a blanket over its head and Showpiece glance away, clearing
her throat politely. My increasingly stereotypical succ-brain does the obvious and aims my eyes 
down Show’s body, looking for that tasty—hey, wait a second! 

“Showpiece,” I bolt upright, “what happened to your dick?”
“Huh?” Showpiece blinks, glances to her pussy, and then points to Haz. “Mistress, Haz is the 

one with the dick, I’ve always had a pussy. I mean,” she mutters from the corner of her mouth, 
“I’ve always had a pussy as a doll, which is the only always that matters.”

“But I jerked you off, remember?” I stroke an invisible cock with my hand. Hannah takes the 
opportunity to hover over and shove her decidedly visible cock in between my fingers. After 
exchanging a look with her, I shrug and keep stroking. She shivers under my touch, so hot and 
needy. Her faltering sighs and moans for more punctuate my words. “After we met that human 
mage with all the amazing magic… who was it, Ardel?”

“Ardel Gura’s a real person?” Aekarii asks, shooting to attention.
“Uh, yeah,” I confirm, half-consciously raising my other hand to fondle Hannah’s balls, “or else

I’m having the longest fantasy anyone’s ever had while bleeding to death. Why?”
“Ardel Gura was to be the main character of some books I never wrote,” Aches explains. “Black

hair, brown skin, an artist with a lightning bolt?”
“That sounds like him, yeah.” I spit on Hannah’s dick. Then, shooting a wicked glance to her, I 

stretch out my left arm and whip my tail-spines down its length, spilling rivers of silver shining. I 
grab it with my right hand, cover it completely in shining slippery liquid, and lube Hannah up 
with my blood before I pick up the pace.

“Silv—!” she cries out. She bounces midair, eyes squeezed shut, thrashing side to side with 
need. “Mmmph… fuuuuuckkkk!…”

“I…” Showpiece shakes her head. “Mistress, I remember having a cock when we had sex, yeah,
and that’s scaring me because I’m telling you, I have always had a pussy.”

“Yeah!” Haz chimes in. “That is… this one remembers having a pussy that time, but this one 
has always had a dick.”

I’m about to process that when Hannah hits max pitch, screams in ecstasy, and seizes my 
frontal horns in a vise-like grip. She pulls my head around and rams her cock down my throat. 
Her semen’s scent overpowers my senses, flooding me with warmth, with bliss, with contagious 
pleasure that burns down through me and sets me squirting all over the cushions. I moan, 
slurping along her cock with slow worship, until she drops to a pile of pillows in exhaustion. 

I take a few seconds to enjoy the glow, better than any booze I’ve ever had, and rub my tits 
together to help Hannah’s excess cum wick into my skin. Once that’s done, I turn to my dolls. “But 
I could’ve sworn you both had… huh…”



“What were the circumstances of your meeting with Ardel?” Aekarii asks.
“Oh!” I give her the rundown: meeting Lisbet, the Hunters, my disastrous attempt to fight 

back, Ardel’s timely rescue.
“So, you were exhausted…” Aekarii knuckles her chin. “That explains it. Most demons have an 

affinity for reality-warping. You’re a fully manifest demon—”
“Sorry, but that’s not right,” I correct. “I knew I wasn’t human, but I was using ‘witch’ as a 

placeholder identity. I wasn’t ready to admit I was a succubus yet.”
“If anything, that just makes my hypothesis more plausible,” Aekarii says. “The fact remains, 

you were a monster whose connection with any particular reality is sustained only by her own 
power. When you’re weak, be it from exhaustion or wounds, that connection falters. That can 
manifest as psychosis, as your link grows so tenuous that your inner reality can overwhelm the 
outer one. In this case?” She nods to my dolls. “A psychosis where your hallucinations overwrote 
physical reality, for a little while.”

“But how?” I hold out a hand, straining. Though pink fire burns on my palm, nothing 
manifests. “I can’t create or change things like you can. I can’t even shapeshift myself yet.”

Aekarii shrugs. “Sometimes, when your identity’s in flux, you can access powers that you lose 
when you feel better.” She taps her chin. “Now that I think about it, that’s how I discovered many 
of my techniques. I did something in a moment of exhaustion, confusion, desperation, couldn’t 
reproduce it later, then obsessively studied the circumstances of that breakthrough until I figured 
out how to manifest that power.”

“Huh… so I…” I fold my arms. “I’m conflicted. It seems to have been pretty harmless this time, 
but I can’t always assume it’ll play out that way, can I?”

“You cannot,” Aekarii agrees, “but there’s no point obsessing over that. As with any form of 
illness, the best answer are preventative, not curative. Try to avoid dealing with it, and when the 
times come that you have no choice,” she shrugs, “that’s when you’ll deal with those.” Lifting her 
eyes, she stands and walks to the TV Hannah’s got set up in a giant padded alcove. “That’s enough 
worries for now. Our existence is infinite in burdens and in pleasures. We’ll worry about the 
burdens during your training. Now’s the time for pleasures.”

“Don’t have to tell me twice.” I hover to the couch, where I cuddle up with my dolls while 
Aches and Hannah debate what to watch first. Aekarii soon gets Hannah to agree that the 1982 
version of Conan the Barbarian would be pretty neat, which means I get to see Aches start crying 
when Conan’s father speaks to him about the Riddle of Steel. She holds out her empty fist, and for 
a moment as I blink, it’s not empty: there’s a half-seen sword, long and wicked and shining, as 
Aekarii shakes it and mouths along with the movie, “This you can trust.”

It’s a pretty good movie. Bombastic, fantastical, corny but compelling. And the soundtrack 
absolutely slaps. Aekarii shows us more of her soul than she may realize—the way her eyes shine 
when Conan finds the Atlantean sword, the fire in her gaze as he makes his first prayer to Crom 
just before the Battle of the Mounds. That’s the only time her aura gives her away entirely: in a 
plume of black smoke and purple fire above her head, a six-horned figure stands with her back to 
some strange, flanged buttress, holds her sword’s hilt to her armored breast, and murmurs 
unheard words to its blade with fervor’s shapes on her lips.

After that we watch Hannah’s first pick, Shin Godzilla. None of us have any big personal 
moments during that, aside from maybe a shared monstrous sigh that Goji doesn’t win this round.
We decide on a break to stretch, move around, and amuse ourselves with some play-wrestling. 
While Aches and I roll around squealing, snarling, and playfully biting each other all over, Hannah 
untangles herself for a flounce to her window.

“So hey, Aches,” she calls. “You’re big into astral bodies, right?”
“Of course, I’m Carag!” she laughs, pushing her hand harder into my face while I flail uselessly



at her arms. “Far stars and strange space are my home!” I get my mouth over that lovely middle 
finger of hers and crunch down hard. She whimpers, shudders, and loosens up enough I can flip 
us over and straddle her while she grinds against my knee.

Hannah shrugs, her fingers fastening over the curtains. “Metronome House can show us 
anywhere we want to see through its windows. We never did get to see our old universe’s stars 
for ourselves. Why not take a look now?”

“Hannah, wait!” Aekarii yells, throwing me off with a complex flicker of hand-motions and a 
shove of her knee as she whirls upright. “I don’t think that’s—!”

Hannah’s arm moves just as she turns to look at Aekarii, and the curtains fly open. As I rise, 
our eyes turn in unison to the darkness beyond. Burning warps and whorls fly too quickly, 
swelling up and shrinking away like ocular migraine auras in fast-forward. The distant red-orange
accretion-disks of black holes spin bigger, bigger, bigger, then wink out. Within just a few seconds,
nothing fills the window but the utter darkness of a dead universe.

“Oh,” I whisper.


